INNCOM
MODEVA THERMOSTAT
The Honeywell INNCOM MODEVA series of
thermostats features a capacitive touch interface
that’s highly configurable and and easily customized
for your application. These sleek “screwless”
touchpoints are easy to clean, and mount securely
via magnets rather than screws for a modern look.
We can work with you directly to design a unique
interface in any color (RAL / Pantone), and can even
create a brand standard for your guestroom controls.
MODEVA Thermostats are available in US and British gang box sizes and may
be customized to match MODEVA switches. The thermostats can also include
Privacy and Service buttons for greater guest convenience.
MODEVA thermostats feature printed circuit-board assemblies (PCBAs)
that contain all the necessary components (including logic operations,

Left: MODEVA British Gang Size
Thermostat with Icons and Privacy /
Make-Up-Room Buttons
Right: MODEVA US Vertical Gang
Size Thermostat

communications, and user-interface functionality) to operate as a low-voltage
controls interface within a thin assembly (8mm), which rests outside of the
wall box cavity. The MODEVA thermostat is coupled with an X47 universal
relay pack for HVAC control. It communicates by wired S5bus and requires no
load assemblies. A PC502 can be added for wireless HVAC control.
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MODEVA THERMOSTATS

Specifications

OPTIONS
Icons may be used instead of text. Ask your

DIMENSIONS

sales representative for a representation of
standard icons.
Standard MODEVA colors are white and black.

POWER SUPPLY
MOUNTING

If you would prefer custom colors, your Sales
Representative will work with your designer to

British Single Gang: 86 mm x 86 mm x 10.8 mm
(3.4 in x 3.4 in x .4 in)
American Single Gang: 119 mm x 74 mm x 8 mm
(4.7 in x 2.9 x .3 mm)
12VDC (+/- 2V)
Screwless magnetic mounting
system into gang box
Whole degree F, 0.5 degree C

tailor the product to any color from the

DISPLAY RESOLUTION

Coated Pantone or RAL color guides.

PROTOCOL

802.15.4

C/F DEGREES DISPLAY

Toggle Button on front of display

(This will include a design charge and some
additional lead time.)

AMBIENT OPERATING*

41 to 149 degrees F (5 to 65 degrees C),
0-95% RH noncondensing

AMBIENT STORAGE

33 to 149 degrees F (1 to 65 degrees C)

FREQUENCY CHANNELS

11-26

APPROVALS

FCC Part 15 compliant

*For indoor use only

For more information
www.inncom.com

Honeywell Hospitality
12 Clintonville Road
Northford, CT 06472
1-800-543-1999

(0.1 degree F in test mode)
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